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CHARLES PERROW Hospital in Action (Chicago: Rand McNally, 195 6), pp. 170-223. Wessen 
mentions one in Hartford Hospital in the early 1930's (Albert F. Wessen, "The Social Structure of a 
Modern Hospital," unpublished Ph.D. dis sertation, Yale University, 1951, p. 157). Lentz describes one 
in Detroit's Crittendon Hospital in the late 1920's (Edith M. Lentz, "The American Voluntary 
Hospital as an Example of Industrial Change," unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University 
1956, p. 48).  
11. Philip Selznick, TVA and the Grass Roots (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953), p. 
181.  

12. Doctors need not dominate even where their skills are critical. Trustees or the administration 
may be so well organized and vigilant as to keep them in a subordinate state; the hospital may 

command such scarce and powerful resources-e.g., a prestigeful affiliation with a medical 
school, or scarce bed space in an area that is chronically underbedded"--as to ensure their 

dependent state; or, finally, the medical staff itself may find it impossible to organize effectively 
to challenge the po wer of th e con trolling group.  

13. Many service organizations have these characteristics, and one would expect examples of multiple 
leadership to be found there. But these characteristics might also be found in large, 

public-relations-conscious businesses or industrial organizations where a variety of goals can be 
elevated to such importance that power must be shared by the repre sentatives of each.  

14. This is apparently a common fate of such departments. Cf. Jerry Solon et al., “Staff Perceptions 
of Patients' Use of a Hospital Outpatient Department," Journal of Medical Education, 33:1 
(January, 1958), p. 18 . At the close of the field study at Valley Hospital, steps were finally 
taken to improve medical care in the department because of various pressures.  
15 . On this general problem, s ee Philip Selznick, Leadership in Administration (Evanston, Ill.: Row, 
Peterson, 1957).  

16. Valley Hospital did prosper and served the community as well as or better than any of its 
competitors, in the author's judgment. But we are judging it here by its own ideals and pronouncements, 

and attempting to detect the consequences of its form of leadership. The official goals of patient care, 
teaching, research, and preventive medicine all suffered by reason of the conflicting interests of the three 
groups. For documentation, see Perrow, "Authority, Goals, and Prestige in a General Hospital," un 

published Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1960.  
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In the pages to follow, a model for studying hospitals will be sketched, 



along with some suggested virtues of the model. It grew out of the authors' 
research, which was done on the prem ises of two psychiatric hospitals. The 
reader must judge for himself whether a model possibly suited to studying 
psychiat  
ric hospitals might equally well guide the study of other kinds  
· of hospitals. We believe that it can, and shall indicate why  
The writing of this chapter is part of a larger project studying psychiatric 
hospitals, which is being carried on at the Institute of Psychosomatic and Psychiatric 
Research and Training of Michael Reese Hospital under the State of Illinois Mental 
Health Fund, Program 1737.  
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( 148 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHRLICH, BUCHER, 
SABSHIN at th e close of our presentation; indeed, we shall argue its 
usefulness for investigating other organizations besides hospitals.  
Our model bears upon that most central of sociological prob lems, namely, 
how a measure of order is maintained in the face of inevitable changes 
(derivable from sou rces b oth ex ternal an d internal to the organization). 
Students of formal organization tend to underplay the processes of internal 
change as well as overestimate the more stable features of organizations 
--including its rules and its hierarchical statuses. We ourselves take our cue 
from George H. Mead, who some years ago, when arguing for orderly 
and directed, social change, remarked that the task turns a bout 
relationships between change and order:  
The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 149 ) pages to follow, we shall note first the relationship of rules to 
negotiation, then discuss the grounds for negotiation. Then, since both the 
clients and much of the personnel of hospitals are lay men, we wish also to 
underscore the participation of those lay men in the hospital's 
negotiative processes. Thereafter we shall note certain patterned 
and temporal - features of negotiation; then we shall draw together 



some implications for viewing social order. A general summary of the 
argument and its implica tions will round out the paper.  
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A Psychiatric Hospital  
How can you bring those changes about in an orderly fashion and yet 

preserve order? To bring abo ut change is seemingly to destroy the given 
order, and yet society does and must change. That is the problem, to incorporate the 

method of change into the order of society itself, 1  
Without Mead's melioristic concerns, one can yet assume that order is 
something at which members of any society, any organization, must work. 
For the shared agreements, the bind ing contracts--which constitute the 
grounds for an expectable, nonsurprising, taken-for-granted, even ruled 
orderliness-are not binding and shared for all time. Contracts, 
understandings, agreements, rules--all have appended to them a temporal 
clause. That clause may or may not be explicitly discussed by the 
contracting parties, and the terminal date of the agreement may or may not 
be made specific; but none can be binding forever even if the parties 
believe it so, unforeseen consequences of acting on the agreements would 
force eventual confrontation. Review is called for, whether the outcome 
of review be rejection or renewal or revision, or what not. In short, the 
bases of con certed action social order) must be reconstituted continually. 
or, as remarked above, “worked at."  
Such considerations have led us to emphasize the importance of 
ne gotiation....the processes of give-and-take, of diplomacy, of 
bargaining—which characterizes organizational life. In the  

Before discussing negotiation in hospitals, it will help to indicate two 
things: first, what was engaging our attention when research was initiated; 
and, second, th e general characteristics of the hospital that was studied.2 
At the outset of our investiga tion, th ree foci were especially pertinent. The 

first was a n ex plicit concern with the professional careers of the 
personnel: Who was there? Where did they come from? Where did they 



think they were going in work and career? What were they doing at this 
particular hospital? What was happening to them at this place? A second 

concern was with psychiatric ideology: Were different ideologies 
represented on the floors of this hos pital? What were these ideologies? 

Did people clearly recognize their existence as well as did their more 
articulate advocates? And anyway, what difference did these 

philosophies make in the lives and work of various personnel? A third 
focu s con sisted of th e realization that a hospital is pa r excellence an 

institution captained and maintained principally by professionals. This fact 
implied that the nonprofessionals who worked there, as well as those 

nonprofessionals there as patients, must manage to make their respective 
wa ys within this professionalized es tablishment. How, then, do they do this 
and vice versa, how do the professionals incorporate th e nonprofessionals 

into their own schemes of work and aspiration? These directions of in 
terest, and the questions raised in consequence, quickly led us to perceive 

hospitals in terms to be depicted below.  
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A Professionalized Locale  
The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 151 ) social worker were used not at all by some psychiatrists, while each man 
who utilized her services did so somewhat differently. Similarly some men utilized 
“psychologicals" more than did others. Similarly, some psychiatrists were 
successful in housing their patients almost exclusively upon certain 
wards, which meant tha t, wittingly or not , they worked only with certain 
nurses. As in other institutions, the various echelons possessed differential status 
and power, but again there were marked in ternal differences concerning status 
and power, as well as knowledgeability about "getting things done." Nor must it 
be overlooked th at n ot only did the different professions hold measurably 



d ifferent views---derived both from professional and status positions about the 
proper division of labor; but different views also obtained within echelon. (The 
views were most discrepant among the psychiatrists.) All in all, the division of 
labor is a complex concept, and at hospitals must be seen in relation to the 
professionalized milieu. –  
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Ruled and Unruled Behavior  
A hospital can be visualized as a professionalized locale a geographical site where 
persons drawn from different pro fessions come together to carry out their respective 
purposes. At our specific hospital, the professionals consisted of numerous practicing 
psychiatrists and psychiatric residents, nurses and nursing students, psychologists, 
occupational therapists, and one lone sociai worker. Each professional echelon 
has received notice ably different kinds of training and, speaking conventionally, each 
occupies some differential hierarchical position at the hos pital while playing a 
different part in its total division of labor.  
But that last sentence requires elaboration and amendation. The persons within 
each professional group may be, and prob ably are, at different stages in their 
respective careers. Further-, more, the career lines of some may be quite different 
from those of their colleagues: thus some of our psychiatrists were just entering upon 
psychoanalytic training, but some had entered the medical specialty by way of 
neurology, and had dual neuro logical-psychiatric practices. Implicit in the 
preceding state ment is that those who belong to the same profession also may differ 
quite measurably in the training they have received, as well as in the theoretical (or 
ideological) positions they take toward important issues like etiology and 
treatment. Finally, the hospital itself may possess differential significance for col 
leagues: for instance, some psychiatrists were engaged in hos pital practice only 
until such time as their office practices had been sufficiently well established; while 
other, usually older, psychiatrists were committed wholeheartedly to working 
with hospitalized patients. .  
Looking next at the division of labor shared by the profes sionals: never do all persons 
of each echelon work closely with all others from other echelons. At our hospital it was 
notable that considerable variability characterized who worked closely with 
whom—and how-depending upon such matters as ideo logical and hierarchical 



position. Thus the services of the  
The rules that govern the actions of various professionals, as they perform their 
tasks, are far from extensive, or clearly stated or clearly binding. This fact leads to 

necessary and continual negotiation. It will be worth deferring discussion of 
negotia tion per se until we have explored some relationships between rules and 

negotiation, at least as found in our hospital; for the topic of rules is a 
complicated one.  

In Michael Reese, as unquestionably in most sizable establish ments, hardly 
an yon e kno ws al l the extant rules, much less exactly what situations they 
apply to, for whom, and with what sanctions. If this would not otherwise be so in our 
hospital, it would be true anyway because of the considerable turnover of 
nursing staff. Also noticeable—to us as observers—was that some rules 
once promulgated would fall into disuse, or would period ically receive 
administrative reiteration after the staff had either ignored those rules or 
forgotten them. As one head nurse said, "I wish they would write them all 
down sometimes but said  
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( 152 ) STRAUS S, SCHATZMAN, EHNLICH, Buchen, SABSHIN so 
smilingly. The plain fact is that staff kept forgetting not only the rules received 
from above but also some rules that they themselves had agreed upon "for this 
ward." Hence we would observe that periodically the same informal ward rules 
would be agreed upon, enforced for a short time, and then be forgotten until 
another ward crisis would elicit their innovation all over again.  

As in other establishments, personnel called upon certain rules to obtain 
what they themselves wished. Thus the purses fre quently acted as virtual 

guardians of the hospital against some demands of certain attending 
physicians, calling upon the re sources of "the rules of the hospital" in countering 
the physi cians' demands. As in other hospital settings, the physicians were only 

too aware of this game, and accused the nurses from time to time of more 
interest in their own welfare than in that of the patients'. (The only difference, we 
suspect, between the accusatory language of psychiatrists and that of internists 



or surgeons is that the psychiatrists have a trained capacity to utilize specialized 
terms like "rigid” and “overcompulsive.") In so dredging up the rules at 

convenient moments, the staff of course is acting identically with personnel in 
other kinds of institutions,  

As elsewhere, too, all categories of personnel are adept at breaking the 
rules when it suits convenience or when' warrant able exigencies arise. 
Stretching the rules is only a further variant of this tactic, which itself is less 
attributable to human nature than to an honest desire to get things 
accomplished as they ought, properly, to get done. Of course, respective parties 
must strike bargains for these actions to occur,  

In addition, at the very top of the administrative structure, a tolerant stance is 
taken both toward extensiveness of rules and laxity of rules. The point can be 
illustrated by a conversation with the administrative head, who recounted with 
amusement how some members of his original house staff wished to have all 

rules set down in a house rule book, but he had staved off this codification. As 
will be noted more fully later, the adminis trative attitude is affected also by a 

profound belief that care of patients calls for a minimum of hard and fast rules 
and a  

The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 153 ) maximum of innovation and improvisation. In addition, in this hospital, as 
certainly in most others, the multiplicity of medical purpose and theory, as well 
as of personal investment, are openly recognized: too rigid a set of rules would 
only cause turmoil and affect the hospital's over-all efficiency.  
Finally, it is notable that the hospital must confront the realities of the attending 

staff's negotiations with patients and their families-negotiations carried out 
beyond the physical confines of the hospital itself. Too many or too rigid rules 

would restrict the medical entrepreneurs' negotiation. To some degree any 
hospital with attending men has to give this kind of leeway (indeed, the precise 

degree is a source of tension in these kinds of hospitals).  
Hence, the area of action covered directly by clearly enun ciated rules is really 
very small. As observers, we began to be come aware of this when, within a 

few days, we discovered that only a few very general rules obtained for the 
placement of new patients within the hospital. Those rules, which are clearly 

enunciated an d generally followed, can, for our pur poses, b e regarded as 



long-standing shared understandings among the personnel. Except for a few 
legal rules, which stem from state and professional prescription, and for 

some rulings pertaining to al l of Michael Reese Hospital, almost all these 
house rules are much less like commands, and much more like general 
understandings: not even their punishments are spelled out; and mostly 

they can be stretched, negotiated, argued, as well as ignored or applied 
at convenient moments. Hospital rules seem to us frequently less explicit 

than tacit, probably as much breached and stretched as honored, and 
administrative effort is made to k eep their number sma ll. In addition, rules 

here as elsewhere fail to be universal prescriptions: they always require 
judgment concerning their applicability to the specific case. Does it apply 

here? To whom? In what degree? For how long? With what sanctions? The 
personnel cannot give universal an swers, they can only point to past analogous 
instances when con fronted with situations or give "for instance" answers, when 

queried ab out a rule's future application .  
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Negotiation and the division of labor are . rendered all the more complex 
because personnel in our hospitalwe assume that the generalization, with 
some modification, holds else where-share only a single, vaguely ambiguous 
goal. The goal is to return patients to the outside world in better shape. This goal 
is the symbolic cement that, metaphorically speaking, holds the 
organization together: th e symbol to which all personnel can comfortably, 
and frequently point—with the assurance that at least about this matter 
everyone can agreel Although this symbol, as will be seen later, masks a 
considerable measure of disagreement and discrepant purpose, it represents a 
general ized mandate under which the hospital can be run--the public flag under 
which all may work in concert. Let us term it the institution's constitutional 
grounds or basic compact. These grounds, this compact, are never openly 
challenged; nor are any other goals given explicit verbal precedence. (This is so 
when a hospital, such as ours, also is a training institution.) In addi tion, these 
constitutional grounds can be used by any and all . personnel as a justificatory 
rationale for actions that are under i attack. In short, although personnel may 
disagree to the point  
of apoplexy about how to implement patients' getting better, they do share the 
common institutional value.  

The problem, of course, is that when the personnel confront a specific patient 
and attempt to make him recover, then the disagreements flare up-the 

generalized mandate helps not at all to handle the specific issues—and a 
complicated process of negotiation, of bargaining, of give-and-take necessarily 

begins. The disagreements that necessitate negotiation do not occur by chance, 
but are patterned. Here are several illustrations of the grounds that lead to 

negotiation. Thus, the personnel may dis agree over what is the proper 



placement within the hospital for some patient: believing that, at any given time, 
he is more likely to improve when placed upon one ward rather than upon 

another. This issue is the source of considerable tension be tween physicians 
and ward personnel.. Again, what is meant  

The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 155 ) by "getting better" is itself open to differential judgment when applied to 
the progress--or retrogression—of a particular pa tient. This judgment is 
influenced not only by professional ex perience and acquaintance with the 
patient but is also influenced by the very con cept of getting better as held 
by the different echelons. Thus the aides—who are laymen—have quite 
different notions about these matters than do the physicians, and on the whole 
those notions are not quite equivalent to those held by nurses. But both the 
nurses and the aides see patients getting better according to signs visible from 
the pat ient's daily be havior, while the psychiatrist tends to relate these signs, 
if apprehended at all, to deeper layers of personality; with the con sequence that 
frequently the staff thinks one way about the patient's "movement” while the 
physician thinks quite other wise, and must argue his case, set them right, or 
even keep his peace.  

To turn now to another set of conditions for negotiation; the very mode of 
treatment selected by the physician is profoundly related to his own psychiatric 

ideology. For instance, it makes a difference whether the physician is 
neurologically trained, thus somatically oriented, or whether he is 

psychotherapeutically trained and oriented. The former type of physician will 
prescribe more drugs, engage in far more electric shock therapy, and spend 
much less time with each patient. On occasion the diagno sis and treatment of a 
given patient runs against the judgment of the nurses and aides, who may not 
go along with the physi cian's directives, who may or may not disagree openly. 

They may subvert his therapeutic program by one of their own. They may choose 
to argue the matter. They may go over his head to an administrative officer. 

Indeed, they have many choices of action-each requiring negotiative behavior. In 
truth, while physicians are able to command considerable obedience to 

their directives at this particular hospital, frequently they must work hard at 
obtaining cooperation in their programing. The task is rendered all the more 

difficult because they, as professionals, see matters in certain lights, while the 



aides, :s laymen, may judge matters quite differently—on moral rather than on 
strictly psychiatric grounds, for instance,  
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STRAUSS, SCH ATZMAN, EHALICH, BUCHER, SABSHIN If negotiation is called for 
because a generalized mandate requires implementation, it is also called for because 
of the multiplicity of purpose found in the hospital, It is incontestable that each 
professional group has a different set of reasons for working at this hospital (to 
begin with, most nurses are women, most physicians are men); and of 
course colleagues inevitably differ among themselves on certain of their 
purposes for work ing there. In addition, each professional develops there his 
own specific and temporally limited ends that he wishes to attain. All this diversity 
of purpose affects the institution's division of labor, including not only what 
tasks each person is expected to accomplish but also how he maneuvers to 
get them accomplished. Since very little of this can possibly be prefigured by 
the admin istrative rule-makers, the attainment of one's purposes requires 
inevitably the cooperation of fellow workers. This point, once made, scarcely 
needs illustration,  
However, yet another ground of negotiation needs emphasiz ing: namely, that in 
this hospital, as doubtless elsewhere, the patient as an “individual case" is taken 
as a virtual article of faith. By this we mean that the element of medical 
uncertainty is so great, and each patient is taken asin some sense-so unique, 
that action round and about him must be tailor-made, must be suited to his 
precise therapeutic requirements. This kind of assumption abets what would 
occur anyhow: that only a minimum of rules can be laid down for running a 
hospital, since a huge area of contingency necessarily lies outside those  
rules. The rules can provide guidance and command for only a  
· small amount of the total concerted action that must go on  
around the patient. It follows, as already not ed, tha t where action is not ruled 



it must be agreed upon.  
One important further condition for negotiation should be mentioned. 

Changes are forced upon the hospital and its staff not only by forces external 
to the hospital but also by unfore seen consequences of internal policies and 
negotiations carried on within the hospital. In short, negotiations breed further 

negotiations.  
:.:.:.  

Before turning to certain important features of negotiation, we shall first 
discuss the impact of laymen-both personnel and patients-upon the hospital's 

negotiated order. A special feature of most hospitals is that, although 
administered and controlled by professionals, they also include among their 
per sonnel con siderable numbers of nonprofessionals. This they must, for only 

in the most affluent establishments could floors be staffed wholly with 
professionals. The nonprofessionals set special problems for the 
establishment and maintenance of orderly medical process.  

To suggest how subtle and profound may be the lay influence, we give the 
following illustration as it beats upon negotiated order. The illustration 
pertains to the central value of our hospital: returning patients to the outside 
world in better shape than when they entered. Like everyone else, the aides 
subscribe to this institutional goal. A host of communications, directed 
at them, inform them that_they_too_are important in "helping patients get 
better.". Yet_none of the professionals_ascribe an unduly important role to the 
aides: in the main, aides are con sidered quite secondary to the therapeutic 
process. The aides do not agree. They do not contest the point, because in fact 
the point does not arise explicitly: yet our o wn inquiry left no doubt that 
most aides conceive themselves as the principal agent for bringing about 
improvement in most patients. The grounds of their belief, in capsule form, are 
as follows:  

Working extensively with or near the patients, they are more likely than 
other personnel to see patients acting in a variety of situations and ways. 

The aides reason, with some truth, that they themselves are more likely to 
be the recipients of patients' con versations and even confidences, because 

of frequent and inti mate contact. They reason, with common sense, that no 
one else can know most of the patients as well as do the aides. ("I always know 



more than the nurses and the doctors. We are with the patients almost eight 
hours, whereas the nurses and  
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( 158 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHRLICH, BUCHER, SABSHIN doctors 
don't come in. The nurse reads the charts and passes the medicine.") With due 
respect to the best nurses and some are greatly admired-nurses are too busy 
with their ad ministrative work; and lazy ones just never leave the office! As for 
the physicians: not only do they make evident mistakes with their patients, and 
spend scarcely any time with them, but they must even call upon the nurses and 
aides for information about their patients.  

Actually, aides have no difficulty in comprehending that they themselves 
cannot give shock treatment-only the physi cians know how to do that---but we 

found that our aides could not, with few exceptions, make a clear distinction 
between what the doctor does when he helps the patient by talking” and what 

they themselves do when they talk with him. Even  
the aides who have worked most closely with head nurses do : not really 
comprehend that a substantial difference exists be  
tween talking and psychotherapy. Hence aides believe that everyone may 
contribute toward patients improvement, by acting right toward them and talking 
properly with them. The most that aides will admit is: “Sometimes the patients 
will really talk more about their problems with the doctor than they will with us. 
Sometimes it's vice versa.” But on the whole those who talk most with patients 
are the aides.  
It does not take much imagination to anticipate what this view of the division of 
labor implies for the aides' handling of patients. However frequently the aides 
may attend staff meet ings, however frequently they listen. to psychiatrists talk 
about the problems of patients and how to handle patients, they end by 
perceiving patients in nonpsychiatric (nontechnical) terms and use their own 
kinds of tactics with patients. Aides guide themselves by many common-sense 



maxims, and are articulate about these when questioned about how they work 
with patients. The professional staff generally regards good aides as being very 
"intuitive" with patients; but aides are probably no more intuitive than anyone 
else; it is that their reasoning is less professionalized. Lest this seem to be a 
characterization of psychiatric aides alone, we hasten to add that aides on 
medical services seem to us to think and operate in similar ways.  
The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 159 ) Turning briefly now to how these nonprofessionals affect the 
processes of negotiation, one may begin by stating that, like anyone else, 
they wish to control the conditions of their work as much as possible. Of course, 
they must negotiate to make that possible: they must stake claims and 
counterdemands; they must engage in games of give-and-take. Among the 
prizes are: where one will work, the colleagues with whom one will share tasks, 
the superiors under whom one will work, and the kinds of patients with whom 
one will deal. Illustrating from one area only, that of controlling superiors: aides 
have various means of such control. These include withholding information and 
dis playing varying degrees of cooperativeness in charting or in attending 
meetings. Aides also are implicated, as are the nurses, in negotiations with 
the physicians-except that the head nurse tends to carry on the necessary 
face-to-face bargaining. Since aides have their own notions about how specific 
patients should be handled and helped, they may negotiate also with the nurses 
in order to implement those notions. Nurses and physicians, in their turn, need to 
transact negotiations with the aides: while the physicians usually work through 
the head nurse, on occasion they may deal directly with an aide. In any 
event, profes sionals and nonprofessionals are implicated together in a great web 
of negotiation. It does not take much imagination to see that this world, and its 
negotiated order, would be different with out nonprofessionals, 4 More important: 
unless one focuses upon the negotiated character of order, he is most unlikely to 
note the abo ve kinds of consequential actions and relations.  
The Patients and Negotiated Order  
The patients are also engaged in bargaining, in negotiative processes. (As some 
public-administration theorists have put it, clients are also part of th e 
organizational structure.) Again, a significant aspect of hospital organization is 
missing unless the clients' negotiation is included. They negotiate, of course, as 



lay men, unless they themselves are nurses or physicians. Most visibly they can 
be seen bargaining, with the nur ses and with  
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speedy turnover, patients are relevant to the social order,  
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Patterned and Temporal Features of Negotiation  
( 160 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHHLICH, BUCHER, SABSHIN their 
psychiatrists, for more extensive privileges (such as more freedom to roam the 
grounds); but they may also seek to affect the course and kind of 
treatment—including placement on given wards, amounts of drugs, and even choice of 



psychiatrist, along with the length of stay in the hospital itself. Intermittently, but fairly 
continually, they are concerned with their ward's or derliness, and make demands upon 
the personnel as well as upon other patients to keep the volume of noise downı, to keep 
potential violence at a minimum, to rid the ward of a trouble making patient. Sometimes 
the patients are as much guardians of ward order as are the nurses, who are notorious 
for this con cern in our hospital. (Conversely, the nursing personnel must also seek to 
reach understandings and agreements with specific patients; but sometimes these are 
even collective, as when patients pitch in to help with a needy patient, or as when : an 
adolescent clique has to be dealt with "as a bunch.")  
An unexpected dividend awaits anyone who focuses upon the patients' negotiations. An 
enriched understanding of their individual sick careers to the hospital, inside it, and 
out of it --occurs. In the absence of a focus upon negotiation, ordinarily these careers 

tend to appear overly regularized (as in Parsons) 6 or destructive (as in Goffman).When 
patients are closely ob served operating around" the hospital, they will be seen nego 

tiating not only for privileges but also for precious information relevant to their own 
understandings of their illness. We need only add that necessarily their negotiations will 

differ at various stages of their sick careers.  
What William Caudill 8 and Erving Goffman have written of as patient culture is roughly 

equivalent to the demands and expectations of the patients; but their accounts require 
much supplementation by a conception of patients entering, like everyone else, into 

the over-all negotiative process. How demands and claims will be made and met, by 
whom, and in what manner-as well as who will make given demands and claims upon 

them, how, and in what manner-are of utmost impor tance for understanding the 
hospital's structure. When patients are long-term or chronic, then their impact upon 

structure is  
To do justice to the complexity of negotiative processes would require far more space 
than can be allowed here. For present purposes, it should be sufficient to note only a 

few aspects. In our hospital, as elsewhere, the various physicians institute pro grams of 
treatment and care for their patients. Programming involves a mobilization and 

organization of action around the patient (and usually involves the patient's cooperation, 
even in the psychiatric milieu). Some physicians in our hospital had reached 

long-standing understandings with certain head nurses, so that only a small amount of 
communication was necessary to effectuate their treatment programs. Thus a 

somatically oriented psychiatrist typically would attempt to get his patients to those two 
wards where most electric-shock treatment was carried out; and the nurse 

administrators there understood quite well what was expected in handling “their type of 
patients." It was as if the physician were to say "do the usual things" (they sometimes 
did)...little additional instruction being needed. We ourselves coined the term “house 



speciál” (as opposed to "à la carte") treatment, to indicate that a patient could be 
assigned to these wards and handled by the ward staff without the physician either 

giving special instructions or asking for special favors, However, an original period 
of coaching the nurses and of reaching understandings was necessary. Consequently 

when per sonnel leave, for vacations or permanently, then arrangements must be 
instituted anew. Even with house-special treatment, some discussion will be required, 

since not every step of the patient's treatment can be imagined aliead of time. The 
nurses are adept (as in nonpsychiatric hospitals) at eliciting informa  
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( 16 2 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHRLICH, BUCHER, SABSHIN tion from the 
physician about his patient; they are also adept both in forcing and 
fostering agreements about action vis-à-vis his patient. We have watched 
many a sc ene where the nurse negotiates for such understandings, as 
well as many staff meet ings that the nurses and aides consciously convert 
into agencies for bringing recalcitrant physicians to terms. When physicians 



choose, they can be equally concerned with reaching firm agree ments and 
understandings.  

It is important that one realize that these agreements do not occur by 
chance, n or are they established between random parties. They are, in the 

literal sense of the word, patterned. Thus, th e somatically oriented 
physicians have long-standing arrangements with a secretary wh o is 

attached to th e two wards upon which their patients tend to be housed; 
this secre tary does a variety of jobs necessitated by these physicians' 

rather medical orientation. The mor e psychotherapeutically minded 
physicians scarcely utilize her services. Similarly, the head nurses and the 

administrative residents attached to each ward reach certain kinds of 
understandings and a greements, which neither tends to establish with an y 

other typ e of per sonnel. These latter agreements are less in evidence 
when the resident is new; then the nurse in some helplessness turns to the 

next highest administrative officer, making yet other con tracts. Again, 
when a n attending physician is especially recal citrant, both resident and 

nurse's aide seek t o dr aw hig her administrators into the act, negotiating 
for support and increased power. This kind of negotiation occurs with great 
predictability: for instance, certain physicians because of their particular phi 
losophies of treatment use the hospital in certain ways; conse quently, their 
programs are frequently troublesome for the house staff, who must then 

seek to spin a network of negotia tion arou nd th e troublesome situation. 
When the ward is in high furor, then negotiative activity of course is at 

its most visible!  
In sum: there is a patterned variability of negotiation in the hospital 

pertaining to who contracts with whom, about what, as well as when these 
agreements are made. Influencing this varia bility ar e hierarchical position and 

ideological commitments,  
The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order,  
( 16 3 ) as well as periodicities in the structure of ward relationships (for 
instance, because of a rotational system that moves person nel 
periodically on and off given wards).  



It is especially worth emphasizing that negotiation-whether characterized 
as "agreement," "understanding." "contract," "com pact," "pact," or by 

some other term—has a temporal aspect, whether that aspect is 
stated specifically or not by the con tracting parties. As one listens to 
agreements being made in the hospital, or watches understandings being 

established, "he becomes aware that a specific termination period, or 
date line, is often written into the agreement. Thus a physician after 

being accosted by the head nurse—who may in turn also be respond ing 
to her own personnel-may agree to move his patient to an other ward 

after this specific ward has agreed to try for two more days." What h e is 
doing is issuing to its personnel a promissory note that if things don't work 
out satisfactorily, he will move his patient. Sometimes the staff breaks 

the contract, if the patient is especially obstreperous or if tempers are 
running especially high, and transfers the patient to another ward behind 

the back of the physician. However, if the patient does suf ficiently 
better, the ward's demands may subside. Or interest ingly, it often 

happens tha t later both sides will negotiate further, seeking some 
compromise: the staff, for instance, wish ing to restrict the patient's 

privileges or to give him stronger drug prescriptions, and the physician 
giving in on these issues to gain some ends of his own. On less tender and 

less specific grounds, the physician and the head nurse may reach 
nodding agreement that a new patient should be handled in certain ways 

"until we see how he responds." Thus there exists a continuum 
running from specific to qui te nonspecific termination dates. But even 

those explicit and long-term permissions that physi cians give to nurses in 
all hospitals such as to administer certain drugs at night without 
bothering to call upon the physicians, are subject to review and 

withdrawal along with later qualified assent,  

It should be added that th e very terms "agreements and 
"understandings” and “arrangements"-all used by hospital per sonnel-point 
up that some n egotiations may be made with  
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- ( 164 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHALICH, BUCHER, SABSHIN full 
explicitness, while others may be established by parties who have scarcely 
talked. The more implicit or tacit kinds of contracts tend to be called 
"understandings." The difference can be high-lighted by the following contrasting 
situations: when a resident suggests to a nurse that an established house rule 
temporarily be ignored, for the good of a given patient, it may be left implicit in 
their arrangement that he must bear the punishment if administration discovers 



their common infraction. But the nurse may make this clause more explicit by 
demanding that he bear the possible public guilt, otherwise she will not agree to 
the matter. It follows that some agreements can be both explicit and specific as 
to termination, while others are explicit but nonspecific as to termination, and so 
on. What might be referred to as "tacit understandings" are likely to be those that 
are neither very specific nor very explicitly discussed. When a physician is not 
trusted, the staff is likely to push him for explicit directives with specific 
termination clauses.  
---  
----  

The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 165 ) question of what relationship exists between today's working 
agreements and the more stable structure of rules, statuses, and so o n).  
With an eye on practicality, one might maintain that no one knows what the 
hospital "is" on any given day unless he has a comprehensive grasp of what 
combination of rules and policies, along with agreements, understandings, pacts, 
contracts, and other working arrangements, currently obt ains. In an y prag 
matic sense, this is the hospital at the moment: this is its social order. Any 
changes th at impinge upon this order---whether something ordinary like- a 
new staff member, a disrupting event, a betrayed contract; or whether unusual, 
like the intro  
duction of a new technology or a new theory-will call for  
· renegotiation or reappraisal, with consequent changes in the  

organizational order. Mark the last phrase-a new order, not the reestablishment 
of an old, a reinstituting of a previous equilibrium. This is what we remarked 

upon earlier as the necessity for continually reconstituting the bases of 
concerted action, or social order.  

That reconstituting of social order, we would hazard, can be fruitfully conceived in 
terms of a complex relationship between the daily negotiative process and a 
periodic appraisal process. The former not only allows the daily work to get done; 
it also reacts back upon the more formalized—and permanent-rules and policies. 
Further elaboration of this point will follow, but first the following illustration taken 
from our field notes should be helpful. For some time the hospital had been 
admitting an increased number of nonpaying adolescent patients, principally 
because they made good supervisory subjects for the residents. As a 
consequence, the hospital began to get the reputation of becoming more interested 



in adolescents than previously; also, some attending physicians were encouraged to 
bring adolescents for treatment to the hospital. Their presence on the wards 
raised many new problems, and led to feverish negotiative activity among the 
various actors implicated in the daily drama. Finally, after some months of 
high saturation with an adolescent popula tion, a middle-level administrative 
committee formally recog nized what was happening to the institution. The committee  

Negotiation, Appraisal, and Organizational Change  
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We come now to the full import of the above discussion, for it raises knotty 
problems about the relationships that exist be tween the current negotiated order 

and genuine organizational change. Since agreements are patterned and 
temporal, today's sum total of agreements can be visualized as different from 

tomorrow's—and surely as quite different from next week's. The hospital can be 
visualized as a place where numerous agree ments are continually being 

terminated or forgotten, but also as continually being established, renewed, 
reviewed, revoked, revised. Hence at an y moment those that are in effect are con 

siderably different from those that were or will be.  
Now a skeptic, thinking in terms of relatively permanent or slowly changing 
structure, might remark that from week to week the hospital remains the 
same—that only the working arrangements cha nge. This contention only 
raises the further  
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The Hospital and Its Negotiated Order  
( 167 )  

Summary and Implications  
( 166 )  
STRAUS S, SCHATZMAN, EHRLICH, BUCHER, SABSHIIN recognized it primarily 
because the adolescents, in the mass, were much harder to handle than an 



equal number of adults. Yet the situation had its compensatory aspects, since adolescents 
remained longer and could be given more interesting types of therapy. After 
some debate, the committee decided that no more adolescent patients would be 
admitted after an additional stated number had been reached. The decision 
constituted a formal proclamation, with the proviso that if the situation con tinued, 
the policy should be reviewed at high administrative levels in light of "where the 
institution was going." The decision was never enforced, for shortly thereafter the 
adolescent census dropped and never lose again to such dangerous heights. 
The decision has long since been forgotten, and if the census were again to rise 
dangerously, doubtless a new discussion would take place rather than an evocation 
of the old rule.  

But this is precisely how more long-standing policy and many rules become 
established in what conventionally is called "hospital structure." In turn, of course, 

the policies and rules serve to set the limits and some of the directions of 
negotiation. (This latter proposition is implicit in much of our foregoing 

discussion on rules and negotiation as well as the patterning of negotiation.) 
We suggest that future studies of complex relation ships existing between the 

more stable elements of organizational, order and the more fleeting working 
arrangements may profiț. by examining the former as if they were sometimes a 
back ground against which the latter were being evolved in the foreground and 

sometimes as if the reverse obtained. What is needed is both a concentrated 
focus upon, and the develop ment of a terminology adequate to handle, this kind 

of meta phor. But whether this metaphor or another, the question of how 
negotiation and appraisal play into each other, and into the rules or policies, 

remains central.  
TY  
.LML  

As remarked at the outset of this paper, the reader must judge for himself 
whether a model possibly suited to studying psychiatric hospitals might equally 
guide study and understand ing of other types of hospitals. The model 
presented has pic tured the hospital as a locale where personnel, mostly but not 
exclusively professionals, are enmeshed in a complex negotia tive process 
in order both to accomplish their individual pur-. poses and to work—in an 
established division of labor--toward clearly as well as vaguely phrased 
institutional objectives. We have sought to show how differential professional 
training, ide ology, career, and hierarchical position all affect the negotiation; 
but we have also attempted to show how nonprofessionals may affect the 



total process. We have outlined important relation ships between daily working 
arrangements and the more perma nent structure.  
We would argue that this mode of viewing hospitals can be very useful. One 
reason is that it directs attention to the interplay of professionals and 
nonprofessionals as professionals and nonprofessionals rather than just in 
terms of hierarchical position. It forces attention also upon the transactions 
of pro fessionals, among echelons and within echelons. Properly car ried 
out, the approach will not permit, as in many studies, a foclis upo n the hospital 
without cognizance of how the out side world impinges upon what is going on 
within the hospital; a single hospital, after all, is only a point through which 
multiple careers stream-including the patients' careers. As suggested in the 
opening page, the approach also pins one's gaze upon proc esses of change, 
and of stability also, providing one assumes that "no change must be 
worked at within the organization. Among other considerations, it allows focus 
upon important internal occurrences under the impact of external pressures as 
well as of internal changes within the establishment. Whatever the purely 
specific characteristics of psychiatric hospitals a s compared with nonpsychiatric 
ones, it is evident that most of  
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( 16 8 ) STRAUSS, SCHATZMAN, EHRLICH, BUCHEN, SABSIIN the 
latter share certain features that make th em amenable to our approach. 
Hospitals are evolving as institutions and rapidly. They are locales where 
many different kinds of professionals work-and more are joining the 
ranks. The very heterogeneity of personnel and of professional purpose, 
along with the impact of a changing medical technology, bespeaks the kind 
of world sketched above.9  

But what of other organizations, especially if sizable or con plex—is this 
kind of interactional model also relevant to them? The answer, we 

suggest, is strongly in the affirmative. Current preoccupation with formal 
organization tends to underplay or leave implicit--the interactional features 



underscored in the foregoing pages. 10 Yet one would expect interactional 
features to jump into visibility once looked for systematically. We urge that 

whenever an organization possesses one or more of the following characteristics, 
such a search be instituted: if the organization (1) utilizes personnel 
trained in several different occupations, or (2) if each contains an 

occupational group including individuals trained in different traditions, then 
(3) they ar e likely to possess somewhat different Occupational 

philosophies, emphasizing somewhat different values; then also (4) if at 
least some personnel are professionals, the latter are likely to be pursuing 
careers tha t render them mobile-that is, carrying them into and ou t of the 

organization. Th e reader should readily appreciate why those particular 
ch aracteristics have been singled out. They are, of course, attributes of 

uni versities, corporations, and government agencies, a s well as of 
hospitals. If an organization is marked by one or more of those 

characteristics, then the concept of "negotiated order” should be an 
appropriate way to view it."  
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( 16 9 ) sionals. Indeed, it is just this that causes many psychiatrists to despair 
of such establishments.) The psychiatric wing of Michael Reese is in a separate building, 
administered with considerable autonomy. It consists of five wards, altogether containing 
about ninety beds. The psychiatric hospital is organized for quick turnover of private patients: their 

average length of stay is only one month. There is a high ratio of personnel to 
patients, with many nurses and aides, a s well as one resident administrator assigned to 
each ward. Over 100 men are on the attending staff, of whom about thirty use the hospital 
with some frequency. The hospital is well regarded both by the general and psychiatric community. It has tlie 
reputation of being a psychoanalytically-oriented establishment any of its attending staff are 
analysts or analysts-in-training—but on any given day actually a consider able number, if not the 
majority, of patients will be those of psychiatrists not especially sympathetic to the analytic 
viewpoint.  
3. Melville Dalton's book, Men Who Manage (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1959), is 
crammed with such instances. See especially pp. 104-107.  
4. In passing, it is worth suggesting that many physicians do not regard nurses as true professionals either 
and that this affects their transac tions with nurses. Their denial of professional status affects what they 
will ask a nurse to do, how they will utilize her services, Stated another way: if she believes herself 
to be a professional, and he either denies or is dubious about her claim, then, in common 



parlance, “there will be problems." It happens to be one of the most common problems in 
American hospitals, as many nurses, at least, know.  
5. In all hospital settings, when the latter appear the situation becomes, as the staff says, 
“complicated”-complicated because they make additional, or at least additionally different, demands upon 
the personnel.  
6. Talcott Parsons and R. Fox, "Illness, Therapy, and the Modern Urban American 
Family," Joumal of Social Issues, 7 (1952 ), pp. 31-44,  
7. Erving Coffman, "Th e Moral Career of the Mental Patient," Psy chiatry, 22 (195 9), pp. 
123-142.  
8. William Caudill et al., "Social Structure and Interaction Processes on a Psychiatric Ward," American 

Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 22 (195 2), pp. 314-334; Erving Goffman, “On the 
Characteristics of Total Institutions," Proceedings of the Sympositem on Preventive and 

Social Psychiatry (Washi ington, D.C.: Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, 1957 ).  
9. Without drawing the same conclusions, W. S. Sayre, a professor of public administration, has 
suggested similar fea tures of modern hospitals: "In the health and medical professions together in a 
hospital these stresses between organization and profession are made the more complex by a mul 
tiplicity of professions, a multiplicity of values and perspectives not easily reconciled into a 
harmonious organization, ... The hospital would seem to be an organizational setting 
where many semi-autonomous cooperators ineet for the purpose of using common services and 
facilities and to provide services to each other, but in a loosely integrated organizational system," See 
his "Principles of Administration," Hospitals (January 16 and February 1, 1956).  
10. Dalton, op. cit., has made the same criticism of this literature.  

11. Julius Roth's yet un published research on tuberculosis hospitals similarly emphasizes 
negotiation, although he is less concerned with social orcler,  
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NOTES 1. “The Problem of Society—How We Become Selves," Movements of Thought 
in the Nineteenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936), pp. 360-361.  

2. Two psychiatric hospitals were studied, but only one will be discussed here, namely, 
the psychiatric wing of Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago. (The other hospital was a state 

mental hospital that, like most, was main tained and run, though not administered at the 
very top, by nonprofes  


